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CROSS
Confidential Reporting on Structural Safety

CROSS is a mechanism for learning from the experiences of others by using confidential reporting.
The aim is to prevent structural failures.

It is for Structural Engineers and Civil Engineers who have concerns about structural safety and is based
on the successful schemes for the aviation and maritime sectors.The scheme is completely confidential.

The concerns may be lessons learned which will help others and ultimately may require industry or
regulatory action to improve practices. Near misses in which nothing has happened but might have done

so are of great interest, as are trends.

A unique reservoir of information is being compiled that will lead to improved safety throughout the life
of buildings and structures, reducing deaths, injuries and economic loss.

If you have an experience that could contribute to the process of learning in order to avoid unsafe structures
please make use of CROSS so that others can benefit

www.scoss.org.uk/cross

This new guide is for engineers and surveyors already
familiar with inspecting, appraising and reporting upon
buildings and associated structures. It is an update of
the popular Guide to surveys and inspections of buildings
and similar structures (1991) and provides guidance on
the overall methods to the approach and reporting of
inspections, including the safety and legal considerations
surrounding them. Moreover, extensive checklists are
provided to give on-site support whilst carrying out an
inspection.

The guide is succinct and a handy pocket-size for use
before and on-site during an inspection/survey; it is
ring-bound for ease of use and printed on durable,
water-resistant paper.

Guide to surveys and inspections of
buildings and associated structures
Now available

Price: £20 for members and non-members

For full details of this new publication, please call +44(0)20 7235 4535,
email publications@istructe.org or visit
www.istructe.org/publications/pubdetails.asp?pid=147
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